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Greetings from the Good Capitalist
 
Greetings!
With this edition of the newsletter we are launching the
Social Capital Index (formerly known simply as DealSpace),
a timely tracking of investments in the social capital market,
including social enterprise (health, education, and workforce
development), fair trade, digital inclusion, and some clean
tech and microfinance investments.

We want to help investors and entrepreneurs keep up with
what's going on and create a place where both buyer and
seller can go for research on competition and comparable
investments. Emerging markets, where there is new money
coming in, need a research hub to help people get smarter
faster.

"We want the SoCap Index to create context over time so
investors can discover potential co-investors and
entrepreneurs can find investors and partners," said Tim
Freundlich, Good Capital principal. "The Social Capital
Market has reached the point where we think it's time to
create its own DealSpace."

The SoCap Index will keep up with investments into funds,
syndicates, and relevant foundations, as well as investments
gathered from individual and angel investors by social
entrepreneurs.  The monthly record of investments will be
posted online, and eventually a searchable online database
will be created. Users will be able to search investments by
investor, asset class, market segment, and social impact.

The goal of the SoCap Index is to reach a critical mass of
investment information in order for it to become a reliable,
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Good Capital Featured in Inc.
Magazine

Good Capital and one of its founding
principals, Tim Freundlich, were featured
in a recent article in Inc. Magazine.  The
article, entitled "Do-Gooder Finance: How
a New Crop of Investors Is Helping Social
Entrepreneurs" (by Nitasha Tiku),
focuses on growing interest in venture
investments that seek social as well as
financial returns.  Tim is quoted in the first
paragraph, and Good Capital is
mentioned several times alongside other
industry peers as an example of a firm
that is backing "planet-saving, world-
changing, and yes, money-making
enterprises."  Other firms profiled include
Underdog Ventures, Root Capital,
ShoreBank Pacific, and TBL Capital. 
Please click here to read the full article.
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objective, third party validator of the social capital market's
growth, trajectory, variety, and market size. Those clarifying
elements typically allow more informed investments and
increase the valuations that entrepreneurs are able to
receive. "Establishing a vehicle to size the market is a pivotal
point in the development of a market," said Gary A. Bolles,
CEO of Xigi Media, which is creating the SoCap Index in a
joint venture with Good Capital. It's the point when
mainstream media can actually start reporting on it with
some consistency."

VentureOne is a model for the kind of service envisioned, in
which more than half the entrepreneurs and venture funds
send in information about each of their deals to VentureOne,
lowering the cost for the entire ecosystem. Market sizing
reports are often comprehensive in scope, like this one for
the emerging bioinformatics market.
 
At this point, the SoCap Index is not covering grants unless
in the aggregate they total more than $500,000 from a single
foundation, in order to reduce the "noise factor" of the
multitude of small grants that are being done. (For more
information about this decision, please see "The Trouble with
Defining the Social Capital Market," below.)

Below is a "fan" describing the different asset classes that
comprise social capital markets.  In the future, the SoCap
Index will use this fan as a starting point to organize and
categorize the investments on which it reports.  To see a
bigger image of the asset class fan with an explanation and
key or to download a PDF of the first edition of the index,
please visit www.xigi.net, which is hosting and archiving the
SoCap Index.  A matrix of social market funds is also
available on the site. 

Entrepreneurship Competitions
Ask Goodcap Principal to Judge

Three leading names in social enterprise
recently selected Joy Anderson, Good
Capital principal and co-founder, to serve
as a judge at their competitions.  As the
number of social entrepreneurs and
enterprises grows, there are more
systems and structures in place to enable
the best ones to rise to the surface and
receive the attention and resources they
need to grow.  Organizations such as
Echoing Green, Investors' Circle, and
NYU's Reynolds Program for Social
Entrepreneurship work to identify the most
promising individuals and enterprises so
that resources flow to the most deserving
companies.  Each of these three
organizations has a rigorous screening
process to identify the people and
companies with the most promising
prospects.  Each has also asked Joy to
lend her expertise and deep experience in
the field to help them select the best and
brightest.
 
Next month Joy will help Echoing Green
identify the best among the next
generation of social entrepreneurs to take
part in its fellowship program.  She will
also serve as judge when Investors' Circle
selects a new batch of social enterprises
to present to investors at its biannual
conference in May.  Finally, in April Joy
will help select the most gifted potential
social entrepreneurs at New York
University to take part in the Reynolds
Program Graduate Fellowship.

Internship Opportunities at
Goodcap

With investments to make, a social capital
conference to plan, and a market index to
develop, Good Capital is looking for a little
good help.  We will be hiring three interns
to work with us this spring and/or summer
on industry research, investment analysis,
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Asset class fan

For more information, or if you have any questions or
comments, please contact us at SoCapIndex@goodcap.net.

Sincerely,
Kevin Jones
newsletter@goodcap.net

The Trouble with Defining the Social Capital
Market
by Meredith Walters

One of the hardest things about measurement is deciding what
to measure, and the Good Capitalist's new SoCap Index is no
different.  As we prepared to launch this new community tool to
track deals and investments in social capital markets, we
struggled to draw lines around the definition of social capital. 
Which deals should we include and which ones should we
leave out? 

We started with the idea that we want to track investments in
social enterprise, and some deals seemed straightforward
enough.  Reporting on a new microfinance fund is clearly within
our scope.  But what about strategic, philanthropic grants to
enterprises that are using the money to scale and eventually
reach financial self-sufficiency?  Though we think such grants
are important to track, we worried that including them would be
problematic simply because there are so many of them.  That
means, firstly, that we do not have the resources necessary to
exhaustively track all such deals; secondly, including so many
data points in the index would create too much "noise" in the
system and undermine the tool's usefulness as a distilled and
clarifying map.

conference content coordination, event
planning, marketing, and more.  Ideal
candidates are graduate students
available to work either part time this
spring or full time this summer in San
Francisco with experience in investment
banking, private equity, venture capital,
journalism, publishing, event planning,
social enterprise financing, or some
combination of the above.  If you are
interested in working on cutting-edge
issues with established leaders in the
emerging social capital market, please
send a cover letter and resume to
jobs@goodcap.net.
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In order to resolve the tension, we decided to include grants to
social enterprises that total more than $500,000.  Though the
cutoff will necessarily be arbitrary, we think this limit will allow
us to track the most significant grants that will likely prepare
social enterprises to take other forms of investment. 

We recognize that as the SoCap Index evolves, our inclusion of
some strategic grants but not all will affect our ability to
accurately size the market for social capital.  We have settled
on this policy to get us started, and we will revisit it as we go. 
As we know our definition might need some fine-tuning, we
encourage you to join the conversation.  If you have any ideas
or opinions, please write to us at SoCapIndex@goodcap.net
and let us know how you think we can best draw the lines
around social capital markets. 

Social Capital Market News

Catalyst Fund Launches with
�5m, Iron Leaf Pulls IPO,
GoodCap Raises First Round
by Kevin Jones

Two doors opened and one shut in the Social Capital Market
in the past month.

After failing to raise a social venture fund five years ago, the
UK's Catalyst Fund is back on the block with a �5 million
commitment from Barclays Bank as the lead investment into
what is planned to be a �25 million social investment fund
called Cornerstone Catalyst Fund I.

 "It's completely different than last time," said founder and
CEO Rod Schwartz, an American who has been doing
business in Britain for 20 years. "The first change is that
there is some awareness of this sector. Clean tech has taken
off; there are a lot of things happening around ethical
consumer brands, here and in America."

The second big change is that they were not only able to
secure a brand name lead investor, but Barclays actually
approached them about launching the fund. "They wanted to
do it. [Barclays] perceived us as an expert in the sector after
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they came to a conference we put on," Schwartz said. "They
think there is a lot of profit to be made from investing in the
social sector." In addition, the bank hopes to generate some
business lending to the companies in the fund portfolio.

Schwartz thought he had a lead investor in 2002, but Body
Shop founder Anita Roddick did not sell her company,
which was going to provide that earlier fund's founding
capital. With a lead investor in hand, Schwartz is finding
doors opening much more rapidly. "The Barclay's CEO has
signed off on this deal; they did a year of due diligence.
Other investors are taking their word for [the new fund's
viability]."

While it is new and different to think that the prospect of a
positive social return is a plus when selling a private equity
fund, Schwartz is clear that investors are not demanding a
rigorous definition of social impact. In fact, because the
market is not demanding it, they have no plans to either
quantify or define social impact.

 "We will take whatever social impact [the companies in the
portfolio] produce," Schwartz said. "There needs to be a
certain amount and all [the companies] will generate some."

Investments will be in education, wellness, alternative
energy and environmental or ethical consumer products,
including organic food.  Management fees will be 2.5 or
2.75%, depending on the size of the fund raised over a 10
year term.

Hitting a wall was Iron Leaf Capital, which had planned to
go public not as an operating company, but as what's called
a business development company (BDC), which means it
holds investments in a portfolio of private companies, similar
to Berkshire Hathaway. Among its eleven portfolio
companies, Iron Leaf had listed Indigenous Designs, a fair
trade clothing company that is organic and fair trade at every
point in its supply chain, and Better World Books, an online
bookseller which uses carbon neutral shipping to deliver its
books, and which donates a significant portion of operating
revenues to literacy groups.

Iron Leaf had reportedly raised more than $55.2 million, but
SEC regulations require a BDC to raise a minimum of $60
million, CEO Terry Temescu said. "The bottom line is that
market conditions were not receptive to a [BDC] after hedge
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funds started losing money in November. It sucked all the
oxygen out."

With some high net worth and institutional investors still
interested, Temescu plans to reconfigure Iron Leaf as a
venture fund within a few weeks. Though minimum
investment requirements for private equity means that it
won't be open to retail investors, Temescu says that some
institutional investors he knows, whose internal minimum
requirements prevented them from placing money into a $60
million public company can get around those minimum
restrictions to potentially invest in a private equity fund. The
largest single investment a $60 million BDC can take from
any single entity is $1.8 million, according to Temescu.

Though the social mission is in the forefront of some of the
portfolio companies Iron Leaf was targeting, their investors
were more interested in return than impact, Temescu said.
"There were some socially responsible investors, but the
story was really about growth in the market. We weren't
particularly targeting socially responsible money. There's a
lot of money to be made in these sectors."

And finally, Good Capital's Social Enterprise Expansion Fund
is closing on its first round of commitments from investors
and drawing down money for its first investment. That
investment is due to close within the next month.  More to
come on this in next month's issue.

World of Good Inc. and eBay Inc.
Launch WorldofGood.com
By Kevin Jones

Last week saw the launch of the eagerly awaited
WorldofGood.com-a new online community focused on using
commerce as a force for good.  WorldofGood.com combines
World of Good, Inc.'s leadership in poverty alleviation
through trade with eBay's global reach and expertise in
building online marketplaces.

Through articles, insightful blogs, dynamic discussions, and
revealing polls, WorldofGood.com connects thousands of
socially-conscious shoppers, non-profits, sellers, trust
providers and producers together in a lively exchange of ideas
and information. Topics span from ethical sourcing to
responsible travel, to starting a Fair Trade town and socially
responsible investing-all focused on changing the world, one
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good choice at a time.

Leadership Spotlight: Pam
Marrone
One Entrepreneur's Path to Funding

by Kevin Jones
Q&A with Pam Marrone, CEO of Marrone Organic
Innovators (MOI), a developer and purveyor of
environmentally friendly pest management products.  Good
Capitalist's  Kevin Jones talks to Marrone about her
company's path to funding and its inclusion in the inaugural
version of the Social Capital Index.

Kevin: Taking a quick look at it, you have gathered an
amazing number of funders. I'm guessing that fundraising
took a while and that your path was a little more complicated
than that taken by some others.

Pam: Since I am very experienced at fundraising, and [since]
now organic food and ag[riculture] have cleantech appeal,
this was a reasonably fast fundraising. MOI had a speedy
startup - it's my third one so I did not want to waste any time.
I wrote the business plan in April and May 06, incorporated
in June, then started fund raising for the seed round in July
2006. To get money in quickly, we provided a discount to the
Series A price if investors came in before Aug 31. Then we
closed Series A in April 07.

Kevin: Congratulations again. What were the other two
startups? Did they take in outside funding? Did you have a
positive exit?  Were they in the same space? Did your
previous connections help with this venture? It's still an
amazingly large crowd of investors...

Pam: It's not really that large a group because the bigger
ones dominated-Saffron, One Earth, Clean Pacific, and
Calvert make up the bulk of the round.

My first start up was Entotech, a free-standing subsidiary of
Novo Nordisk, sold to Abbott Labs, now Sumitomo's Valent
Biosciences. AgraQuest, for which I raised $50 million in
venture capital from VCs, agribusiness and angels, was
geared up to go public-filed on NASDAQ with Merrill Lynch
as lead underwriter-on August 3, 2001. We pulled the
offering because 9-11 and its aftermath closed the markets
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for IPOs. I took money at terms that allowed the new round
of private investors to take over the company and then I left
to start up again. AgraQuest could very well have had an exit
but the new investors were not in a rush to do so. They will
have a good one I am sure in the near future because I got
the company to a high growth stage where it stands on its
own with a large line of products.

Yes, my experience and connections helped in raising
money for MOI. Calvert invested in both companies as did
several angels. More importantly is that I am a proven
entrepreneur now, and investors recognize that.

Kevin: Why did you take the angels' money, since you were
over subscribed? That's a lot of seats at the table to
manage...

Pam: No, they are passive investors-most came into the
note-we did that to give us time and breathing room on
[Series] A negotiations. One million dollars came into the
note-once folks thought it might be oversubscribed they
locked in their place by going into the note.  Clean Pacific set
the terms and the note converted at the [Series] A price.

Kevin: Thanks, Pam, that clarifies a lot.  Who came first, and
which led to which? Angels first, then institutional?

Pam: Clean Pacific Ventures led the round and the angels
followed.

Kevin : Did you re-price the offering based on the interest
and appetite as it developed, or was the Private Placement
Memorandum (PPM) pretty much locked and loaded when
you started?

Pam: We tried to up the valuation since we were
oversubscribed but you know how that goes...so it was the
same price from start to finish-we cut back investors each a
bit instead.

Kevin: Thanks Pam, great job and good luck.

Rubicon Launches National
Social Innovation Project
by Kevin Jones
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Rubicon, the long established, successful social enterprise
known for its bakery products, has big plans as well as some
money to make them happen. They have received $750,000
from a consortium of funders to answer a basic question:
can they find or create a social enterprise that can grow in a
financially viable way to a national scale, "while maximizing
social impacts for working poor and disenfranchised
communities?"

The new initiative, called Rubicon National Social
Innovations (RNSI) is being led by Jonathan Harrison, a
seasoned social entrepreneur who has "devoted his career
to building and running community-based enterprises."
Rubicon's veteran CEO Rick Aubry also plans to devote 80
percent of his time to the new initiative, which is based in
San Francisco, rather than in Rubicon's home office of
Richmond, CA.

They are doing an initial sifting through concepts and
possibilities now, preparing for a deep dive into research on
the top three to ten prospects starting this summer, followed
by a comprehensive business plan development and launch
of at least one venture in 2009.

After spending the first three years finding and getting one
national social enterprise up and running, the plan is for the
RNSI to become an incubator of social enterprises.

Liz Wald Shutters EDImports
 By Kevin Jones

Liz Wald, a business consultant turned fair trade
entrepreneur, is closing up shop but still looking to work in
Africa. For four years, Wald brought economic opportunities
to women in East and West Africa through her fair trade
jewelry and household goods import company, Economic
Development Imports (EDImports). 

"I have seen first hand how the tools of business can change
lives in ways unachievable through aid alone. I have also
seen how difficult it is as a small player to have a significant
or lasting impact," Wald said in an email.  Unfortunately, she
could not find a way scale to a competitive level. Her partner,
One World Projects (OWP), which has secured some
financing for 2008, will take over her customers and supplier
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relationships.

Prior to starting EDImports, Wald successfully built and sold
a strategy consulting firm that helped corporate clients
understand and access the power of the Internet and
e-commerce to grow their companies.  She is looking to
bring her analytical, operational, entrepreneurial, and
emerging market skills together in ways that might be
attractive to companies or firms (private equity, consulting,
etc.) interested in accessing and/or expanding the Small to
Medium Enterprise (SME) market in developing countries,
especially in Africa.

Karyn Barsa Takes the Helm at
Investors' Circle 
by Kevin Jones

Karyn Barsa has taken on the new position of president at
Investors' Circle and is in charge of overall management
responsibility and operations, including development of
strategies for achieving significant growth, visibility, and
impact.

"Karyn brings strong experience in mission-based enterprise,
and understands well both sides of the equation:
entrepreneur and investor," said Woody Tasch, Chairman of
Investors' Circle. "Investors' Circle is at an inflection point,
having played a leadership role for over a decade at the
nexus of venture capital, social investing, and philanthropy.
Karyn's leadership will be invaluable in enabling us to
deepen and broaden our impact."

Formerly CEO at Smith & Hawken, Ltd and COO/CFO at
Patagonia, Barsa's career spans investment banking,
commercial banking, and turnaround corporate finance.
Barsa was most recently CEO at Embark Stores, Inc.,
where she led business plan development, operations and
fund sourcing.

Rob Katz Leaves World
Resources Institute, Stays with
Next Billion.net  
by Kevin Jones
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Rob Katz, who has led Nextbillion.net to become by far the
most widely read online site about Base of the Pyramid news
and issues, with more than two million unique visitors in
2007, is leaving World Resources Institute to join the
Acumen Fund. But Katz will remain co-managing editor of
Next Billion while working on Acumen's Portfolio Strategies
team, researching and writing about the Fund's investments,
strategy, and other activities.

The dual assignment makes sense because educating and
expanding the market is key to Acumen's plans to raise a
large new fund. Katz starts March 3.

Upcoming
Events

Juice Your Portfolio: HIP's First Investor Roundtable
March 11th, 2008
San Francisco, CA

Human Impact + Profit (HIP) Investor is announcing the launch of its first
HIP Investor Roundtable-a series to bring together visionary investors
every month to discuss goals, share strategies and hear from the HIP
experts on how to gain Human Impact and Profit in a portfolio. The first
session is free and will reveal ten hot HIP places to put a savings or
checking account.   For more information, please click here.

CDVCA Annual Conference
March 26-28, 2008
New York, NY

Every March, the Community Development Venture Capital Alliance holds
its Annual Conference. This conference is the premier training and
networking event for anyone interested in community development venture
capital (CDVC). This year's conference will focus on "Adding Value to
Portfolio Companies," featuring sessions on ways that funds can increase
both the financial and the social value of their investments. The conference
will also offer opportunities to hear from investors and industry leaders, a
variety of technically-focused breakouts, and opportunities to network with
practitioners and investors.  For more information, visit the website.

Healthcare_Uncovered Design Summit
March 5-6
New York, New York

Currently, around $300 billion per year in medical expenses are not paid by
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public or private insurance.  This "patient portion" is a complex problem
that is wreaking havoc for both patients and healthcare providers.  In an
effort to engage leaders on the "patient portion" of medical debt, Criterion
Ventures is holding the second in a series of three summits funded by the
Rockefeller Foundation designed to create a new model for dealing with
the problem of uncovered medical expenses, including possible financial
solutions involving social capital.  If you would like to participate and
believe you have something to add to the conversation, please contact Joy
Anderson at Anderson@criterionventures.com.

Good Capital is an investment firm that accelerates the flow of capital to innovative ventures and initiatives
that harness the power of the market to create sustainable solutions to some of society's most challenging
problems. Our initiatives and funds address a wide range of social issues ranging from social enterprise

financing, community and economic development, brownfield development, and healthcare financing.  Our
first financial product, the Social Enterprise Expansion Fund, is seeking to fill the risk-taking expansion

capital gap for social enterprises while providing investors with an attractive blend of financial and social
returns.For more information about Good Capital or how to get involved, please visit our website at

www.goodcap.net or e-mail us at info@goodcap.net.
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